After a half-century of mouse-dominated research, human immunology is making a comeback. Informed by mouse studies and powered by new techniques, human immune research is both advancing disease treatment and providing new insights into basic biology.
The field of immunology had its origins in observations about the relationship between human beings and infectious diseases, particularly the many virulent diseases such as smallpox or measles that would periodically sweep through a community killing many. From the Greek historian Thucydides-who noted that survivors of the plague of Athens were unscathed when that plague returned years later-to Jenner's close study of milkmaids -which suggested that the much milder cowpox disease seemed to confer immunity to smallpox-the study of human disease has not only improved our basic understanding of the human immune system but also led to the development of medical therapies such as attenuated vaccines, which are still one of the most effective medical interventions ever devised in terms of lives saved. In this issue of Science Translational Medicine, Clark et al.
remind us of the value of coupling basic and disease-related human immunology research: The authors identify fundamental physiological characteristics of antigen-experienced ("memory") T lymphocytes in the skin through a study of two different memory T cell malignancies (1) .
Mighty Mouse?
In the last half-century or so, much of the heavy lifting in immunology research has been done by laboratory animals, especially inbred mice. The homogeneity and ease of manipulation of this "super" model of modern immunology, and indeed much of biology, have led to elegant solutions to some of the most perplexing problems in the field. Inbred mice have enlightened us about the nature of antibody diversity, how T cells "see" antigens, and the elaboration of innate immunity in mammals. One indicator of the importance of this work has been that most of the Nobel prizes in immunology for the past 30 years have been for research performed with mouse models. This dominance has led many to conclude that mice possess the only immune system worth studying.
However, mice, for all their charm and ease of use, have a number of serious flaws as a model system. For one, almost all mouse work is done on inbred strains. Inbreeding removes potentially confounding genetic variation, but the resulting lack of heterozygosity also limits the adaptability that is critical to fitness in the wild. Indeed, hybrid crops and animals are generally robust, whereas inbreeding outside of the lab is frequently a fast track to individual and familial extinction.
Another limitation of the mouse model is researchers' desire to shelter mice from any sort of disease. Disease introduces hard-to-control variables, but the immune system has evolved to handle a continuous onslaught of infectious diseases. The relative (and sometimes extreme) sterility of mouse-colony housing could have a significant impact on the development and function of the inhabitants' immune systems: The work of Virgin and colleagues has shown that the presence of endogenous viruses very similar to those found in most humans changes the immune systems of inbred mice to make them more like those of humans (2) . Another limitation of mouse models, as Casanova has pointed out (3), is that many mouse models of disease are far from spontaneous and involve often-problematic manipulations that only approximate the human disease that is being modeled.
Selective Amnesia
Fortunately, modern experimental methods and the knowledge of basic immunology gleaned from inbred mouse models have made possible sophisticated studies of human immunology. The findings of Clark et al. (1) represent an excellent illustration of this phenomenon in that they not only reveal some remarkable T cell biology but also show a new and promising therapy for a life-threatening cancer.
Extensive investigation in both mice and humans has shown that the antigen-specific T cells that respond to a given antigen first become effector cells (from what is thought to be a naïve state) ( Fig. 1 ). These effector cells divide rapidly and either help stimulate an antibody response or become cytotoxic T cells that can kill pathogen-infected cells directly. After a pathogen is cleared, many of these T cells die, but others become memory T cells (4), which respond more rapidly and in greater numbers to a recurring pathogen relative to the T cell response during the initial infection. Effective vaccines are thought to work because they stimulate memory T and B cell formation so that an infection that might have been fatal before vaccination can go unnoticed afterward because it is cleared so rapidly.
Previously, Kupper and colleagues found that human skin contains about one million memory T cells per square centimeter (5) . The finding that skin harbors a high density of memory T cells indicates the importance of the skin as an immunological barrier for highly specific adaptive immune responses as well as the more generic ones linked to the innate immune system. In the new study, Clark, Kupper, and colleagues investigated a type of skin cancer called leukemic-cutaneous T cell lymphoma (L-CTCL)-one form of which is Sézary syndrome. L-CTCL is an often fatal disease with a median life expectancy of 3 years after diagnosis, primarily because patients die from infectious diseases for reasons that remain unclear. The malignant T cells in the skin of L-CTCL patients have the cell surface characteristics of central memory T cells (T CM cells), which are the classical type of memory T cells that persist in the absence of ongoing infection. T CM cells are thought to be the most important of memory T cell subsets in terms of defending against viral and bacterial infections (6) . In contrast, a much less malignant form of skin cancer, mycosis fungoides, is caused by the oncogenic transformation of another subset of memory T cells, the effector memory T cells (T EM cells).
Memory T cells circulate in the blood but are also widely distributed in specific tissues, with T CM cells generally thought to be more important in many responses. Clark et al. showed that alemtuzumab, an antibody to CD52 that binds to all circulating B and T lymphocytes and removes them from circulation, also clears (on a somewhat longer time scale) L-CTCL T cells from the skin in 100% of patients. This observation suggests that skin resident T CM cells do not remain in the skin but instead recirculate in the body, making them vulnerable to alemtuzumab treatment. However, T EM cells may not recirculate: Clark et al. found that alemtuzumab treatment left T EM cells in the skin untouched and that mycosis fungoides, the T EM cell-related skin malignancy, was not affected by alemtuzumab therapy.
Remarkably, patients who received alemtuzumab therapy did not appear to be susceptible to common infections, suggesting that the skin resident T EM cells that remain represent an effective barrier to at least some pathogens. It is also probable that T EM cells may be retained in other tissues that are directly exposed to pathogens, such as the lungs or the gastrointestinal tract, as the authors point out. The one patient in this study who did have a pulmonary infection had undergone repeated irradiation of the lungs, which is likely to have depleted lung resident T EM cells. Taken together, these data suggest that T EM cells have been underappreciated as a first line of defense against recurring infections and that the immunology of human skin is more complex than previously thought. The study by Clark et al. represents a real translational tour de force by showing how cancer treatments can be developed by understanding the circulatory habits of host immune cells.
A Human Revival?
This study may be a harbinger of things to come for the immunologists who have come to expect that most new knowledge will arise from mouse models. Although studies in humans have been limited by ethical and technical strictures, a wealth of data can be gleaned by observation and from interventional trials. New technologies, such as increasingly sophisticated cell labeling and phenotypic and functional analyses (7) as well as the hundreds of characterized cell surface markers, are starting to make increasingly sophisticated analyses of clinical materials possible. For example, using systems biology approaches (8) that integrate many data sets to characterize disease and vaccine responses in humans, Pulendran and colleagues found that expression of certain genes correlates with a robust immune response to the yellow fever vaccine (9) . Furthermore, the work of Casanova and colleagues (10) has shown that children with a deficiency in the MyD88 gene have a much more narrowly restricted and transient defect in resisting pathogens than inbred mice with a similar lesion. The presence of alternative mechanisms in humans that are lacking in mice is consistent with the much greater evolutionary investment in an individual human compared with a mouse, both in generation time and numbers, and suggests that there are additional immunological mechanisms to discover in Homo sapiens. These and other ongoing studies suggest that a resurgence in human immunology is under way and will be well worth watching. 
